TROPICAL CYCLONE HAROLD TEMPORARI LOKAL HAOS PROJECT:

Ol skil blong disasta rikavari mo resiliens
In the immediate aftermath of Tropical
Cyclone (TC) Harold hundreds of people in
Sanma province were left without shelter.
It was a particularly difficult time for village
communities who had lost everything.
A collaboration between the Sanma
Emergency Operations Committee, the
national Shelter and Gender and Protection
Clusters and the Sanma Skills Centre quickly
mobilised to build quality temporary local
accommodation for affected communities
on Santo and Aore islands. The Sanma
Skills Centre enables access to flexible
training services under the Ministry of
Education and Training, and is supported
by the Vanuatu Skills Partnership.
Moses Nalau (Aore Adventist Academic
School), supported by Max Arnamu
(Pektel Rural Training Centre), led the
skills training component of the project.
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Moses and Max never imagined they
would find themselves at the centre of a
disaster recovery construction project,
working with government and community
partners to secure quality housing for
people made vulnerable by TC Harold.

Moses and Max trained the volunteer workers
in a range of technical and disaster-recovery
related construction skills during the project.
In order for the project to be sustainable there
were close linkages established between
the volunteer construction workers and the
local community disaster committees.

Moses had overall responsibility for the
construction project, working with Max and six
construction volunteers. The trainers needed
to consult with the Public Works Department
to be brought up to speed with ‘Building
Back Better’ principles in disaster recovery,
rehabilitation and accessible reconstruction.
They learnt about disaster resilient
construction, sourcing local building materials
and re-purposing other materials, such as
hessian bags. There was also a deliberate
focus on disability accessible design.

The model lokal haos was built from
scratch in three days in May 2020,
demonstrating the high-level capacity
of Moses and Max to lead and manage
a building project in a post-disaster
environment with the enabling
support of the Sanma Skills Centre.

Construction trainee working on
the frame of the lokal haos.

“As training providers, this is
an opportunity to educate our
young people during a postdisaster event. While delivering
a localised emergency response
to affected communities, we are
also upskilling these communities
to rebuild their livelihoods and
become even more resilient.”
Moses Nalau, Construction Trainer

Moses Nalau (R) instructing construction trainees on the lokal haos project.

As a result, the trainers now have
enhanced building construction skills,
the knowledge to apply this to disaster
situations, and the capacity to work
with displaced and marginalised
communities. This will ensure that
future building efforts result in
habitations that are accessible to all,
including people with disabilities.
Following the construction of the model
lokal haos in Pepsi, Luganville, Moses and
Max worked with a group of 16 trainees to
construct additional temporary and
semi-permanent houses in Santo (five),
South East Santo (two) and Aore (one).
Four temporary houses constructed
during the disaster response period were
officially handed over to the community
members by the Sanma Secretary General
in September 2020. A further four semipermanent houses were completed in
November 2020 with materials donated
by the Alliance Française de Port Vila.
During the construction the trainees
completed units of competence from
the nationally accredited Certificate 2
in Building Construction qualification,
and have now, under Moses and Max’s
guidance, successfully embarked on
a pathway to further formal training
and upskilling for employment.

